DMV Dealer Hours

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

NO DEALER HOURS ON WEDNESDAYS
OPTIONS
DURING DEALER HOURS

1. WAIT OPTION - Dealers may sign in 2 pieces of title work during dealer hours and wait for the work to be completed.
2. OVERNIGHT OPTION – Dealers may sign in 2 pieces of title work during dealer hours and pick it up the NEXT day by noon.
3. DROP A FOLDER – Folders can be dropped ANYTIME including Wednesdays. DMV Dealer Service’s Goal is to have all work processed within 10 days.
4. DEALER RENEWAL – If you have 5 or less dealer plates you may wait for your renewal at the Dover DMV Dealer Licensing Section during dealer hours 8am -10 am. Six or more plates, the renewal is to be dropped.
5. DEALER PLATES AND LICENSING QUESTIONS/ISSUES are taken care of during dealer hours at the Dover location only.
6. NO CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE WHILE WAITING - Work must be correct upon submission, if the work is rejected the dealer cannot wait for it again unless they only submitted 1 piece and it was rejected. They can correct the piece and sign it back in before 10 am, if it is after 10 am they cannot sign it back in.

Dealers CANNOT do the Wait Option and Overnight Option on the same day, it is one or the other.